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Abstract

This thesis deals with two�phase �ows in gas�evolving electrochemical applications�
Many important electrochemical processes involves evolution of gas� Some examples
are the chlorate process� the chlor�alkali process� aluminium electrolysis in chryolite
baths� zinc electrowinning as well as the pickling of steel� The presence of gas can a�ect
the processes in di�erent ways� In the idealised case the rising gas bubbles induce an
internal circulation in the reactor which continuously carries fresh electrolyte to the
electrodes� On contrary� the worst case involves a dramatic conductivity deterioration
in the gas�electrolyte as well as a reduction of active electrode area due to partwise
coverage of gas� As a matter of fact� it appears that a small modi�cation might be
enough to turn a well working process into a hardly working� or the opposite way� The
aim of this thesis is to investigate some of the factors which may a�ect the e�ciency of
a gas�evolving electrochemical system�

The major part of this thesis involves numerical simulations using two di�erent
hydrodynamical two�phase models� The �rst� a two��uid model with inclusion of tur�
bulence for the liquid phase� is used for a full scale study of the buoyancy induced
circulation in a conceptual gas�evolving chlorate reactor� Design matters are discussed
and some explicit recommendations� based on results from this study� are presented� An
analytical relation for prediction of the electrolyte circulation rate is further suggested�
Secondly� a mixture model is used for studies of both forced and free convection of the
bubbly �ow between two electrodes� Necessary closure laws for the relative velocity
between the phases are based on empirical relations for particle suspensions� The mix�
ture model is further extended to include mass�transport of ionic species with the aim
to predict non�uniform current density along the electrodes� Parameter studies show
that the bubble size has a major in�uence on both distribution and magnitude of the
buoyancy induced velocity�

Complementary experimental data from bubbly �ow in a vertical pipe is presented
together with tests of new experimental equipment and measuring techniques� The
micro�bubble suspension is investigated by mean of image analysis and the use of a
new �bre optics velocimeter� Typical results include the distributions of void fraction
and velocity� A special device for electrochemical production of hydrogen bubbles is
constructed and tested� The measured size distribution of the bubbles shows that the
appliance can be used to generate bubbles of size 	

 � �
 �m

Descriptors� two�phase �ow� electrochemical� reactor� chlorate� micro�bubbles� two�
�uid model� numerical modelling� mixture model� drift��ux model� gas�evolving� elec�
trolysis� current distribution� dispersion� image analysis� laser�sheet� �bre optics�
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CHAPTER �

Introduction

�� Historical Background

In everyday life� we are used to encounter three states of matter� solid� liquid
and gas� Most people can intuitively and quite easily sort a substance into one
of the three phases�

It hurts to drop a dense solid on your feet�
you can swim in a liquid and �y in a gas

Although liquids and gases are di�erent in many aspects� they share common
characteristics in which they clearly di�er from solids� They are �uids which
deforms continuously under the action of shearing forces for as long as the force
is applied� As the �uid is unable to retain any unsupported shape� it �ows under
its own weight and shapes after any solid objects who are brought into contact
with the �uid� Despite the similarities between liquids and gases� they also have
many typical characteristics of their own� Liquids are di�cult to compress and
can most often be considered to be incompressible� A given mass of a liquid
occupies a certain volume and if the tank who holds the liquid is larger than
this volume the liquid will form a free surface� A given mass of a gas is not
connected to any �x volume� The gas can be compressed into a small tank under
hard pressure� or conversely expand to �ll a larger one� A free surface will not
be formed�

Even though a �uid is understood to deform under shearing forces� there
is still a large variation between �uids in their behaviour under stress� Most
common �uids are known as Newtonian �uids� These �uids are categorised by
obeying the following relation for the shear stress

� � �
�u

�y

i�e� the shear stress� � � is proportional to the velocity gradient of the �uid� and
� is a property of the �uid known as the coe�cient of viscosity�
On contrary� non�Newtonian �uids alter the viscosity with the rate of the shear
or with the elapsed time for which a shearing force is applied� Examples of non�
Newtonian �uids are blood� cement� ketchup� quicksand and thixotropic jelly
paints�

The �eld of �uid dynamics has been extensively studied throughout the his�
tory� ������ ��	�� ���� ���� ������ From an early age� man has had su�cient
empirical knowledge in order to build ships and boats� A starting point for the
more questioning search could be when Greece native Archimedes �������� B�C��
during a visit at a public bath discovered the elementary principles of buoyancy�
and then according to the legend ran naked down the streets shouting �Eureka�
eureka��� During these years� the focus of the research were however laid on
pumping techniques and the development of water distribution systems� such as

�
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the Roman aqueducts which Sextus Julius Frontinus ������ A�D�� wrote about�
It could be mentioned that the water�screw invented by Archimedes ��gure ����
is still used to lift water in parts of the world�

Figure ���� The Archimedes water�screw�

In these early years it is possible that also the �eld of electrochemistry was
born� Today� at the Bhagdad museum in Iraq� an object is exhibited� claimed to
be the �rst battery� This ancient �battery� origins from the days of Jesus Birth�
Together with �ndings of copper vases covered with a thin layer of silver� many
have drawn the conclusion that these old batteries was actually used for plating
of objects� Whether this is scienti�cly proved or not is left for others to decide�
but the thought is exiting�

Another starting point for research on the subject of �uid dynamics as we
know it today� could be when the multi talented Renaissance�man Leonardo Da
Vinci ����������� performed water experiments based upon �ow visualisation�
Especially under the years ��������� which he spent in Milan� Italy� he observed
and sketched many basic �ow phenomena� Da Vinci also expressed the elemen�
tary principle of continuity� and suggested designs for hydraulic machinery�

A number of additional inputs to the �eld were given during the succeeding
century� An interesting contribution was given by the French physicist Edme
Mariotte ����������� who built the �rst wind�tunnel� Blaise Pascal �����������
a young French mathematical genius� proceeded Evangelista Torricellis ������
����� work on atmospheric pressure and explained the principles of the barom�
eter� Pascal also investigated the nature of hydraulic pressure� a matter which
was further clari�ed by Henri de Pitot ����������� who designed a device� today
known as the Pitot tube� with which water velocity could be estimated through
di�erential head�

Until now� the science of electrochemics had not been developed with the
same speed as the hydrodynamics� Much due to the fact that electricity itself was
not controlled� One of the early pioneers� Benjamin Franklin ������������ proved
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Figure ���� Benjamin Franklin with kite during a thunderstorm�

in the latter part of the ��th century that electricity has a positive and a negative
charge and invented an advanced electrical machine with leather friction cushion
and glass globe� He is however perhaps most known for his risky experiments
in which he �ew metal�tipped kites during thunderstorms and �captured the
�re of heaven�� �gure ���� By experimenting with di�erent metals and shapes
he was able to perfect his famous lightning rod conductor� Alessandro Volta
������������ a professor of philosophy at Pavia� contributed much to electrical
and electrochemical science� He introduced the theory of electrical current and
observed electricity as he separated water into its component parts of hydrogen
and oxygen� The year ���� Volta constructed the �Voltaic pile� ��gure ����
made of alternating copper and zinc discs� with each pair of metals separated by
�annel soaked in weak acid� Electricity could now be electrochemically produced
and controlled to �ow evenly in a closed circuit� The modern battery was born�

Important contributions to the �eld of electrochemistry were also given by
Michael Faraday������������ He systematised electrochemical terms� and stated
the �rst and the second Laws of Electrolysis�

�i� the substance mass generated by an electrolytic reaction is proportional
with the amount of electricity passed through the cell� and

�ii� one equivalent weight of a substance is generated at each electrode during
the passage of 	
�� coulomb of charge through an electrolytic cell�

For young students of today� the �rst lesson of their �rst �uid dynamic course
most often includes the Bernouillis equation

p �
�

�
u� � const
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which states the fundamental relationship between pressure and velocity along
a streamline� Even though the name of the equation aim at Daniel Bernoulli
����������� via his major work Hydrodynamica� it was actually Leonhard Euler
���������� who obtained the necessary understanding to state that the pressure
actually was a point property which is variable in the �uid� He derived a di�er�
ential equation which he then integrated to the form which is commonly known
as the Bernouilli equation� In fact� Eulers teacher� Johann Bernoulli ������������
was actually the father of Daniel Bernouilli� and it is clear from the fathers main
work Hydraulica that also he had a deeper insight into the matter than Daniel
Bernoulli� Perhaps no other scientist worked with the same intensity as Euler
did� His total work included ��� books and papers � and � children�

Channel �ow was carefully investigated by Antoine Chezy ������������ who
managed to formulate general relations� so measurement from one channel could
be used for prediction of the �ow in another�

As mathematical tools� such as the functional analysis� were developed� a
number of prominent authors presented solutions on central problems� Joseph�
Louis Lagrange ��������� and Pierre�Simon Laplace ����������� produced for
example many advanced solutions of inviscid �ow problems�

A major contribution was given by Eulers succeeder as director of mathe�
matics at the Berlin Academy of science� Marie Henri Navier ����������� who
the year ���� presented the complete equations of motions for an incompressible
�uid as we now them today � the Navier�Stokes equations�

Figure ���� The Voltaic pile the �rst modern battery�

During the ��th century� piece after piece were laid on the �uid dynamic the�
ory as we know it today� The methods to solve these more and more complicated
relations were� however� not developed until the second half of the ��th century�

Important steps for the science were further made by Gotthilf Hagen ������
����� who studied the transition between laminar and turbulent �ow� Jean
Poiseuille ����������� who performed meticulous tests on resistance of �ow through
capillary tubes and Henri Darcy ���������� who carried out extensive tests on
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�ltration and pipe resistance� The man behind the Froude number� William
Froude ������������ developed the conversion of wave and boundary layer resis�
tance from model to prototype scale�

Of great importance for the knowledge of �uid dynamics were the works
by the Irish born George Gabriel Stokes ����������� Except that he gave a
major contribution with his studies of settling spheres in viscous �uids� he also
provided analytically derived relationships on a number of �elds ranging from
wave mechanics to motion of incompressible �uids� He was actually the �rst
person to visualise the motion of a �uid element as the resolution of the three
components� translation� rotation and strain� Stokes placed the equations derived
by Navier on a more rigorous basis� and via the perhaps most known equation in
�uid dynamics� the Navier�Stokes equation� will his name remain in the history�

Another name frequent encountered in the �eld is the one by Osborne Reynolds
������������ The perhaps most known non�dimensional number of all in �uid
dynamics� the Reynolds number is named after him� He performed experiments
in many �elds such as cavitation and pipe resistance� and in ���� he formulated
a theory of lubrication�

Another famous dimensionless number is the one called up after the Cam�
bridge professor Lord Rayleigh �or John William Strutt� which was his real name�
������������ He is one of the few scientists working with �uid dynamics who has
earned the Nobel Prize �although that was for the discover of the inert gas Ar�
gon� � His main contributions to the �eld included studies of for example bubble
collapse� wave motion and the instability of jets�

Figure ���� �Left� Airplane pioneer Lyman Gilmore with his
brother� �Right� The Wright Brothers during their �rst �ight�

Until the beginning of the twentieth century the total knowledge of hydro�
dynamics had indeed increased considerably since the days of Archimedes� Many
fundamental �ow phenomena were now described with advanced mathematical
relations� New areas of interests became for example the boundary layer theory�
instability of �ow and the challenging �eld of turbulence� These new topics were
also of increasing importance since the Wright Brothers ��� in South Carolina
conquered the sky with the �rst airplane� Whether it actually was the hermit
Lyman Gilmore who performed the �rst �ight already ���� in North Carolina
could however be discussed all the same the airplane was invented� The airborn
rivals are shown in �gure ����

At the same time as the news of the �ying planes spread over the world�
the professor of mechanics at the University of Hanover� Ludwig Prandtl ������
����� conceived the idea of the boundary layer� which adjoins the surface of a
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body moving through a �uid� He showed that the �ow around an object could
be divided into two principal regions� The �rst consisting of a thin layer near
the surface of the body where the frictional e�ects of the viscous forces plays
an important role� The second region which is situated outside this viscous re�
gion� where the �ow can be considered inviscid� The direct gain of his foundings
were that the equations of motions could be simpli�ed in the di�erent regions of
the �ow �eld� Prandtl also contributed to the �eld of turbulence where he in�
troduced the mixing length theory� One of Prandtl!s students� Heinrich Blasius
����������� then continued Prandtl!s work and derived an analytical solution to
the boundary layer equations�

Numerous other persons have given a minor or major input on the subject of
�uid dynamics and it is impossible to mention all prominent individuals in just
a brief introduction� During the twentieth century the scienti�c development
became enormous� Even if the basic equations were established already in the
latter part of the ��th century� proper numerical methods to solve the equations
did not appear until the second half of the ��th century�

A tremendous development of computational power has also rendered the
possibility to solve complicated coupled di�erential equations� and new doors
have been opened for the establishment of �uid dynamic knowledge� ��	�� As a
matter of fact� increase in computational speed during the last � years has been
a factor of ten every �ve years� The introduction of modern computers renders
the possibility to solve complicated coupled di�erential equations� The prediction
of turbulence as well as the subject of this article� two�phase �ow� involves most
often very large computations� and the possibilities to do new �ndings in these
�elds are quite suddenly many� Not only the computational technique has im�
proved under the last century� Hand in hand have also the measuring techniques
improved� The existence of fast electronic devices� lasers� sensors� etc� have had a
large impact on the �eld� Actually� a large number of the multi�science researcher
from the ��th and the ��th century� mentioned above� also developed much of
the optical technique used today in LDV� PDA and PIV measurements�

As pointed out by Walsh ����� the early developments of electrochemistry as
a science was self�hindering due to its focus on equilibrium� reversible reaction
kinetics� Although early contributions� �
�� were made by Tafel ������� But�
ler������� Volmer " Erdey�Gruz ����� and the Frumkin group ���� onwards�
it was not until the sixties that the application of techniques based on the inter�
pretation of current versus potential commenced� But still at that period� lack
of reliable potentiostatic equipment constrained many studies� Walsh also sug�
gests that the slow start for electrochemical engineering could be explained by
a weak pro�lation of the �eld for new students� Also the reality that important
disciplines of industrial electrochemistry such corrosion� batteries� electroplating
etc� have developed somewhat isolated from each other� could be put forward as
an answer to the point at issue�

For a large variety of industrial areas computer�simulations has today become
an important method to investigate existing processes and in the development
of new production techniques� The cost of an engineer with computer and a
commercial CFD �Computational Fluid Dynamics� software are in most cases
dramatically below the price of a full scale �ow experiment� Even if experiments
seldom can be totally avoided� a carefully planned set of numerical simulations
can point out important aspects and direct the experimental studies to the most
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interesting features� Although the use of simulations are more frequent in �uid
dynamics than in electrochemistry�

�� Gas�Evolving Electrochemical Cells

The subject of this thesis is devoted to gas�evolving electrochemical cells and
reactors� In these processes the the actual gas production is seldom the principal
goal� but rather a side�e�ect� Typical examples are the chlorate process� the chlor�
alkali process� zink electrowinning� electrolytic pickling� aluminium production
in chryolite baths etc� Indeed� in a majority of the most important industrial
electrochemical processes� gas is evolved�

These industrial reactors often consists of planar electrodes� vertically posi�
tioned with constant spaces�

The electrolyte is convected upwards between the electrodes either by some
external pump mechanism or by making use of the gas�lift e�ect� in which the
buoyancy induced on the gas bubbles are transfered to the electrolyte via the
interfacial drag forces� In the latter case the gas�lift can be used to promote a
global circulating �ow in the reactor which continuously carries fresh electrolyte
to the electrodes� The �ow set up locally between the electrodes is then a forced
convection� although� as will be demonstrated in this study� e�ects of buoyancy
may not always be neglected there�

Gas evolution can� however� also give unwanted e�ects such as ohmic �uc�
tuations� irregular current distribution and gas�covered electrode surfaces� This
is encountered in the case with electrolytic pickling of steel bands� where the
actual electrode surface is horizontal and the negative e�ects in form of reduced
active electrode area is a sincere problem� The interest in such multi�phase �ows
has increased rapidly during the last few years� By tradition and due to the
complicated nature of the problem� much of the research in this area has been
experimental�

Reactors with electrolyte circulation driven by the buoyancy of produced
gas are generally equivalent to air�lift reactors �ALR�� The subject of ALR is
due to its diverse applicability important and has frequently been investigated�
For an extensive insight in this matter the reader is advised to Chisti ������
����� As environmental concern accelerated in the end of the eighties� a new
application for air�lift reactors appeared� the bioreactor� which was used for
example in waste�water treatment where a gas �ow ensures both oxygen supply
and mixing� Di�erent authors have� during the last years� made considerable
work to investigate the mechanics of the system and optimise the process in
order to receive high mass transfer and e�cient mixing at a low consumption of
energy� When� for example� Ghirardini et al� ���� measured scale�up e�ects for
an ALR� they found a positive scale e�ect� suggesting that larger reactors have
a higher e�ciency� The same year Lindert et al� ����� demonstrated that one of
the most important geometric parameters turned out to be the reactor height�
As described in paper �� the equivalent parameter for a chlorate reactor is the
chimney height�

Until the ����th decade most mathematical models of ALR were based on
simple �D assumptions� Cockx et al� ���� were pioneeric and performed numerical
D�simulations using the CFD�code ASTRID� They provided numerical space�
averaged results to obtain closure relations for a simpler analytical �D�model�
Previously the closure relations were achieved by using experimental data� The
advantage of the model was a more general technique than global correlations
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and less complicated than full D�simulations�

One aim of the present work is to set up a simulation model for describing
and investigating the major �ow patterns in a conceptual electrochemical reactor
with vertical electrodes mounted in a stack close to the bottom of a large tank�
e�g� a chlorate reactor� Such a model makes possible a convenient testing of the
running performance� and can indicate weak points of the reactor design� Typical
questions which needs further investigation are for example�

�i� how the lift velocity can be increased by a scaling of the reactor
�ii� what should be considered in a re�design of the reactor�

In paper � �this thesis� a numerical study of these questions and other are per�
formed� and some suggestions for a good design is presented�

Gas�evolving electrodes and the production and behaviour of especially hy�
drogen gas in electrochemical processes has been studied by many previous au�
thors� Important contributions are made by Vogt ����� In his work he demon�
strates that the production of gas can be divided in di�erent characteristic steps
and regimes at the electrodes� The �rst� in which the current density is very
low and the dissolved gas is removed from the electrode in the direction of liquid
bulk by molecular di�usion and usually by superposed liquid convection� The
second� with increased current density� where gas bubbles form at predestined
nucleation sites at the electrode� The bubble growth is due to supply of dissolved
gas from the surrounding electrolyte� A further increase of current density results
in a higher super saturation of gas in the electrolyte� Then� with additional sites
activated� the bubbles will �nally touch each other and cover the whole electrode
as a gas �lm which will incessantly collapse and reform� Contrary to the common
view� he also demonstrated that the evolution of gas at an electrode only to a
low degree occurred at the electrode� Instead� most of the evolution actually
occurred in a zone of super saturated electrolyte close to the electrode� Using
two independent methods he derived expressions for the rate of gas evolution at
the electrode�

Regarding the mass transfer at gas�evolving electrodes� this matter has been
extensively investigated by Janssen in a number of publications� which are best
reviewed in ����� One of his major result is that mass transfer is strongly pro�
moted by gas evolution�

Coalescence� or the lack of it� are determined by the properties of the gas� the
bubbles and the electrolyte ���� and ��
�� Systems with coalescence experience
e�ects on mass transfer and electrochemical properties which are not possible to
neglect� ����� Also from an hydrodynamical point of view� this feature must be
considered� In the studies included in this work� which mostly concerns hydrogen
bubbles� coalescence is estimated not to be of major importance and is therefore
not considered� In conditions where the bubbles have a strong surface tension�
collisions rather than coalescence can occur between the bubbles� The phenomena
of collisions are described in detail by Prince " Blanch �����

The �ow in gas�evolving vertical electrochemical cells are previously studied
by a number of authors� A majority of these studies are experimental� and with
no special focus on the distribution of the gas bubbles� nor of the velocity in the
channels� Indeed� the idea that the �ow itself is a somewhat independently devel�
oped phenomena has been frequently used� The explanation to put forward is the
lack of reliable experiments on �ow distribution in gas�evolving cells as well as
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lack of mathematical modelling connecting the full problem including both two�
phase �ow and electrochemical reactions� It turns out that although two�phase
channel �ow �or more common � pipe �ow� is a popular area for experimental
research� the studies of very small bubbles �� �� � ��� �m� is di�cult due to
a high interfacial area density� prohibiting the use of most common measuring
techniques� LDV� PDA etc� are di�cult as the mixture can not be penetrated by
a laser beam� The problematics of this matter is discussed more extensively in
paper  and � in this thesis� Visualisation fails for the same reason� Optical �bres
as a velocimeter are tested recently �thesis paper � and could be a promising
tool�

Some mathematical contribution on this subject is donated by Banko� ���
who presented the velocity pro�le in terms of a �D power law expression� Another
work to be mentioned is the presentation of a simpli�ed drift �ux model by Zuber
" Finlay ����� Related studies are also performed by Ziegler " Evans ��
�� Hine
����� Hine " Murakami ����� Wallgren " Bark ����� Byrne et al� contributed to
the subject in their numerical and experimental studies of the chlorate reactor
as well as the distribution of gas and velocity in a small electrochemical cell�

The present thesis was prepared parallel with the work by Byrne et al� ����
��	� and ����� The works are therefore in some matters closely related �specially
thesis paper � which in its turn are based on paper ��� A step towards a fully cou�
pled electrochemical and hydrodynamical model was taken recently by Dahlkild
����� who used a drift �ux two�phase model to describe the distribution of gas
and velocity next to an electrode with the evolution of gas described by Tafel
laws� Paper � in the present thesis is an extension of this work to be valid in a
�D channel with two gas�evolving electrodes�
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Basic Hydrodynamical Concepts

�� Single�Phase Flow

The major part of this thesis will discuss phenomena which belong to the
�eld of two�phase �ow� Whereas the fundament of that discipline rests in single�
phase �ow� a brief introduction to the most usual �uid dynamic concepts will
now be presented� For further details concerning single�phase �ow the reader is
directed to for example Schlichting �����

x

u

u

v

gy

Figure ���� The velocity vector u and the gravity g�

The Navier�Stokes equations �NS�� are together with the equations for con�
tinuity and energy the cornerstones of the continuum �uid dynamics� We will
here focus on the NS and continuity equations� as the e�ects of heat generation
and transport has been neglected in all included studies of this thesis� We will
also restrict ourself to only consider two dimensions� The two main parameters
describing the properties of a �uid is the density and the viscosity� If the density
of the �uid is � and the viscosity is �� conservation of mass and momentum is
expressed explicitly by
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Here the velocity vector �eld is denoted by u � uex � vey as demonstrated in
�gure ���� Body forces X and Y in the momentum equations ��� and �� are
typically �external� forces on the �uid� from for example magnetic �elds or� as
in the papers included in this thesis� the gravity �eld� X � � and Y � ��gey�

The boundary conditions connected to the governing equations ���� are
quite straight�forward� Walls are usually modelled with no�slip conditions� i�e�

��



�� SINGLE�PHASE FLOW ��

velocities parallel as well as normal to the wall are zero� Inlets are modelled with
Dirichlet prescribed values for the velocities� and a convenient condition for the
outlets is constant pressure and zero velocity gradients�

A convenient reorganisation of equations ����� used in several of the included
articles� is to substitute the static pressure� p� with a reduced pressure� P� accord�
ing to P � �gy � p� One advantage with this operation is the subsequent simple
structure of boundary conditions for freely convected buoyant channel �ow in
vertical channels� The BC�S at the inlet and outlet become Pinlet � Poutlet � ��

Together with the density and the viscosity� the characteristics of a �ow is
determined by the typical scales for velocity and length� For example� the rise
velocity and the diameter of a rising gas bubble in water� The relative magnitude
of the four parameters gives a �rst indication of the nature of the �ow via the
Reynolds number� While the �ow out from a bottle of syrup is a highly viscous
�ow� the internal �ow in a fast rotating water pump is the opposite�

Let U and L be typical values of the velocity and length� The ratio between
the left hand side �the inertial contribution� and the last terms of the right hand
side �the viscous contribution� of equations ��� and �� can be estimated by

inertial forces

viscous forces
�

�U��L

�U�L�
�
UL�

�
� Re� ���

For further discussions about the Reynolds number and some other selected di�
mensionless parameters� the reader is directed to section � this chapter � A com�
monly appearing conception in the papers of this thesis is the one of Poiseuille
�ow� If we �rst rewrite equations ���� to the simpler form valid for steady state
incompressible �ow� i�e� � � const
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and then apply the equations to laminar �ow in a channel� as presented in �gure
���� the developed velocity pro�le can easily be derived�

Let u � v�x�ey so that ��� and ��� cancel and neglect the inertial contribution
in ��� which then yields

v�x� � �
�p

�y

�h� x�x

��
� ���

Integration of the velocity over the channel leads to a useful expression for the
constant pressure drop along a channel where the incompressible �uid travels
laminarly with an average velocity V �

V � �
�
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The viscous �ow in a channel with plane parallel walls are commonly known as
Poiseuille �ow� If the �uid� as indicated in �gure ���� enters the channel with a
uniform velocity� the inlet length necessary for the Poiseuille pro�le to develop is
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Figure ���� Development of a laminar Poiseuille velocity pro�le�

empirically given by ����

lin �
h

��

V �h

�
� ����

Finally� before ending this section� we will de�ne two conceptions frequently
encountered in the studies of this thesis� For the channel �ow in �gure ��� the
shear rate #� is de�ned as

#� �
�v

�x
�
�u

�y
�

�v

�x
� ����

while the shear stress are expressed as

� � � #� � �
�v

�x
� ����

Upon the basic principles here given for single phase �ow� we can now proceed
with a discussion of two phase �ow�

�� Two�Phase Flow

Let us start by de�ning some basic concepts� For further details the reader
is directed to Hetsroni ������ ����� Local gas volume fraction or void fraction 	
is the portion of a local volume V which is occupied of gas�

	 �
Vgas

Vgas � Vliq
� ���

The total fraction of phases are equal to one� so that 	liq � � � 	gas� If no
subindice are explicitly written out� the meaning of the volume fraction 	 is
always the gas volume fraction� The volume �ux ratio is the ratio of the gas
volume��ow rate Qgas to the total volume�metric �ow rate Qgas �Qliq �


 �
Qgas

Qgas �Qliq
� ����



�� TWO�PHASE FLOW ��

If there is a relative velocity between the two phases� the void fraction and the
�ux ratio are not equal 	 �� 
� Another important concept is the super�cial
velocity j which is the velocity of a phase based on its �ux rate Q�

jgas �
Qgas

A
�

�

A

Z
A

	vgasdA� jliq �
Qliq

A
�

�

A

Z
A

��� 	�vliqdA ����

where A is the local cross�sectional area for the stream tube and v is the separate
velocity for each phase� As we in the papers solely deal with bubbly �ows� we
will there mostly use the notation jd and jc for the dispersed gas phase and the
continuous liquid phase respectively� Note that both 	 and 
 are local values
that varies over the cross�section of a channel� Alternatively it is also possible to
discuss the total void fraction �gas hold up� or the total �ux ratio in a large area
or section� It is in those situations clearly indicated�

(a) (b) (d)(c) (e)

Figure ���� Two phase vertical upward �ow patterns�

For a successful modelling of two�phase �ow� the �rst compulsory step is
to characterise the �ow� Although not completely equivalent� vertical pipe �ow
can be used for a short guide on this matter� ����� The main �ow regimes� as
illustrated in �gure ��� are then�

a� Bubbly �ow with low rate of coalescence�
b� Slug �ow which appear when the volume �ux ratio of gas is
increased� Bubbles start to coalesce and form larger elongated bubbles�
reaching over the width of the channel separated by liquid slugs�
c� Churn �ow appears if the volume �ux ratios from �b� is remained
with increased �ux for both phases�
The liquid slugs become unstable and break up in an oscillating fashion�
d� Annular �ow� where the gas travel in the mid of the pipe with a
high super�cial velocity�
e� Wispy annular �ow for high mass velocities�
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In this study we will restrict ourself to the bubbly regime� with a complete
negligence of bubble coalescence� Primarily two di�erent mathematical models
are then close to hand for the modelling of the bubbly two�phase �ow when
the number density is too large to make individual tracking practical� The �rst
option is the �Two�Fluid� model which request one set of conservation equations
for each phase� i�e� six equations for a �D problem� Interfacial exchange of
drag� mass etc� are described by more or less empirical closure relations� The
second possible option is known under the names �Mixture�� �di�usion� or �drift
�ux� model� This two�phase model is attractive because of its simplicity� In the
mixture model the closure laws request a direct implementation of the relative
velocity between the phases� For a �D problem it is hence su�cient to solve four
equations�

Restricted to the bubbly regime� or in our case rather the mono�dispersed
suspension regime� we will in what follows as much as possible use a notation
where subindice d and c represent the dispersed phase �gas bubbles� and the
continuous phase ��uid�� It is further assumed that the rise velocity Us for a
single bubble of radius a� ��gure ���� can be predicted by the Stokes terminal
rise velocity of a sphere� modi�ed for a bubble ����

Us �
ga��c
�c

����

The important �non�dimensional� Bubble Reynolds number can now be de�ned
as

Reb �
Us�a�c
�c

����

A brief description of the two models with necessary de�nitions will be given
next�
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Figure ���� A single bubble of radius a laminarly rising in liquid�

���� The Two�Fluid Model�
Let the sub�indices d and c denote the dispersed and the continuous phase re�
spectively so that �d� �c� �d� �c� Pd� Pc� and ud� uc are the density� viscosity�
pressure and velocity for the dispersed and continuous phase respectively� The
void fraction for gas and liquid though are expressed by 	 and �� � 	�� Under
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the assumption that the local balance equations ���� are time averaged for each
phase� the stationary mass and momentum equations for the two��uid model is
written�

Dispersed Phase

r � �	�dud� � � ����

	�dud � rud � 	��dg�rpd� �r � �	�d�rud �ruTd ���M� ����

Continuous Phase

r � ���� 	��cuc� � � ����

��� 	��cuc � �ruc� � ��� 	���cg �rpc� � ����

r � ���� 	��c�ruc �ruTc �� �M�

The boundary conditions connected to the governing equations are for each
phase equal to those used in single�phase �ow modelling� The void fraction is
conveniently speci�ed at the inlet�

Even though the pressure inside a bubble can be higher than the static pres�
sure of the �uid due to surface tension� the pressure on the bubbles� from a macro
point of view� is the actual pressure of the liquid� A simple assumption which is
commonly adapted is therefore

pd � pc � p� ����

The last terms in equations ���� and ���� model the interfacial momentum
transfer� In order to solve the averaged balance equations of the two �uid system�
closure laws has to be provided for these terms� The interfacial momentum
transfer is usually divided into several di�erent parts ����� each contributing
with drag� lift� virtual mass forces and interfacial pressure etc�

M � MD �ML �MVM �MP ���

These forces are for dilute �ow� obtained from the force on one single isolated
bubble and then averaged over the mixture�

�The Drag Term
The �rst contribution to the momentum transfer as expressed in equation � is
the drag term� This term is for a suspension easily derived starting from the drag
on one single bubble

Dp �
�

�
�cCDAp j ur j ur ����

where CD is the drag coe�cient� A � �a� is the projected area of a bubble and
ur � ud � uc is the relative velocity of the phases� If now Vp � ��a�� is the
volume of one bubble� the total number of number of bubbles in a unit volume
of the �uid is

np �
	

Vp
�

	

��a�
� ����

The total drag between the phases in a unit volume of the suspension can hence
be derived by taking MD � npDp

Mp �


�

	CD
a

�c j ur j ur� ����
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The drag coe�cient CD depends on the characteristics of the �ow� and is usually
divided in four distinct regimes

�i� The Stokes Regime� �Reb 	 ����� CD � ��
Reb

This expression is valid in the limit Reb 
 � where the drag is due to
skin friction�

�ii� The Allen Regime� �Reb 	 ���� ������ CD � ��
Reb

�� � ����Re���
	b �

Both skin friction and the form drag is important�

�iii� The Turbulent Regime� ��������� 	 Reb 	 ��� ������ CD � ����
Form drag dominates�

�iv� The supercritical Regime� �Reb � ��������� CD � ���
Form drag dominates and the boundary layer around the sphere changes
from laminar to turbulent�

The standard drag curve of Ihme et al� ���� is commonly used� The drag
is� expressed by this function� represented for all Reynolds numbers up to the
critical Reb�crit � � � � � ���� where the drag suddenly drops� As the bubble
Reynolds number in the present work is estimated to be in the order of unity
or less� the relevant regime is the Stokes regime� The standard drag curve are
displayed in �gure ��� together with the other drag terms�
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Figure ���� The drag coe�cient for a spheric particle�

�The Lift Term
The lift force can be expressed by e�g�

ML � CL�c	ur � �r� uc� ����

where CL is the lift coe�cient� ����� ������ In the presence of a wall� a correction
exists according to ����� Lance suggests the value CL � ���� for the lift coef�
�cient� In the two��uid model study performed in paper � �this thesis�� no lift
force is considered�
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�The Virtual Mass Force
The virtual mass force is de�ned

MVM � CVM	�caVM ����

where the virtual mass acceleration according to Drew ���� is

aVM � �
�

�t
� ud � r�ud � �

�

�t
� uc � r�uc ����

The virtual mass acceleration is not considered in the two��uid model study per�
formed in paper � �this thesis��

�The Interfacial Pressure Term
The interfacial pressure term is expressed by

Mp � �pci � pc�r��� 	� � pcr��� 	�� ���

Here �pci � pc� � Cp�c	c j ur j
� and pc is the bulk liquid pressure� For potential

�ow around a sphere the pressure coe�cient is Cp � ����� ����� A usual choice
is to neglect this term� This is also the case in paper � �this thesis��

���� The Mixture Model�

In the papers �� � and � of this thesis we have used a mixture model formu�
lation of Ishii ���� for the dispersal of particles in a suspension� Since we solely
deal with small bubbles �a � ���� m� it is hence a necessary assumption that
the physical properties of these bubbles can be compared to particles� in the
developing channel �ow� This assumption is somewhat justi�ed as the bubble
Reynolds number �Reb � �� is of order unity and the Weber� Bond and Capillary
numbers are all small ����� or less�� The bubbles are consequently expected to
remain spherical and to behave as particles�

Assume that the mixture has Newtonian properties which depend on the local
void fraction 	� Let �d  �c be the densities of the dispersed and continuous
phase and �d  �c the viscosities� For the mixture it is then possible to write
the e�ective density

� � 	�d � ��� 	��c � ��� 	��c� ���

and the e�ective viscosity as formulated by Ishii " Zuber ��	�

� � �c�����
	

	m
�
�����m

�d�����c
�d��c �

�c
�� 	

���

Here 	m � � is the maximum possible void fraction of gas� The unity value is
chosen due to simplicity and it should be noted that a maximum possible packing
rate for spheres is limited to 	m � ����

Now let ud and uc be the separate velocities of the two phases� i�e� the actual
velocity with which a bubble or an element of the �uid travel as experienced by
an external observer� The super�cial velocities� equation ���� then writes

jd � 	ud� jc � ��� 	�uc ��

which� summed for the mixture� yields

j � jd � jc� ���
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The motion of the dispersed phase relative to the mixture can now be de�ned in
a practical manner via the volume �ux density vector

jr � jd � 	j� ���

As now drag terms between the phases is involved in the same manner as in
the two��uid model� the closure of the mixture model demands a direct input
of the relative �ux jr� The explicit de�nition of jr can however still include a
dependence of phase velocities� shear rate and local void�

If a mass averaged velocity vector q for the mixture is averaged as

�q � �djd � �cjc� ���

the relation between j and q are in the limit �c �� �d expressed as

j � q�
��d � �c���c

�� � ��d � �c����c�	�
jr � q�

�

��� 	�
jr� ���

Two�phase mathematical modelling based on the mixture formulation has
been used is papers �� � and �� In these studies� a closure of the system has been
performed using empirical laws for the de�nition of the relative volume �ux

jr � js � jdiff � jcoll � jsaff � ���

These laws are originally developed for particle sedimentation in suspensions�
The �rst term on the r�h�s� of equation ��� is a relative motion parallel to the
walls� while the other terms essentially have their largest components perpendic�
ular to the walls�

A brief discussion of the origin of these relations� for the most part based
on mutual interactions between bubbles� is given next� The notation will follow
the de�nitions given previously� such as #� for the shear rate �equation ���� � for
the shear stress �equation ���� and Us for the rise velocity of a single bubble
�equation ���� The coordinate system is indicated in �gures ��� and ���� For a
complete understanding� the hindering function here given the formulation ��	�
of Ishii " Zuber

f�	� � ��� 	����c � ��� 	�� ���

must also be introduced� This is a correlation to the rise velocity of a single bub�
ble� invoking the properties of the e�ective density and viscosity for the mixture�

�Buoyancy Induced Vertical Rise

js � 	Usf�	�ey� ����

Besides the convection� the main contribution to the �ux in the vertical direc�
tion� parallel to the gravity ��gure ����� is the relative volume �ux density js�
��
�� directly caused by buoyancy�

�The Hydrodynamic Self Di�usion

jdiff � �aUsf�	��D�
�

�x
	ex �Dk

�

�y
	ey� ����

Nicolai et al� ���� quanti�ed the �uctuating velocity components of sedimenting
particles in an otherwise quiescent suspension� It is here assumed that the same
empirical relations for the di�usive process will hold for tiny spherical bubbles�
The magnitude for this process is stronger in the direction parallel to the rise
path of the gas bubbles� �D� � �� Dk � ���
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�The Shear Induced Hydrodynamic Di�usion and Migration

jcoll� � �a� #�
�	�r	� ����

jcoll� � �a� #� ����xy
r�xy ���

These di�usion processes� induced by the shear of the mixture and described by
���� and ���� are assumed to be caused by the interactions of particles with an
average displacement� a� and an interaction frequency which is proportional to
the magnitude of the shear rate� equation ����� The empirical functions 
�	�
and �	� are given by ���� and ���� and formulate as


�	� � �
�	

��� � ���e
�
��� ����

�	� � ��� 	�� ����

�The Sa�man Lift E�ect

jsaff � �	f�	�
����

��
Us

s
a��c
�c

j #�jsgn�
�v

�x
�ex ����

This expression is valid for small particles in shear �ow and describes lateral
migration due to a force emanating from the di�erence in pressure around a
non�neutral buoyant particle moving in shear �ow� ��
�� The expression is valid
for low bubble and shear Reynolds number Reb 

p
Re �� � � where the shear

Reynolds number is de�ned as

Re �� �
#��a��c
�c

����

The validity of ���� was extended by McLaughlin ���� so that bubble Reynolds
numbers higher than the shear Reynolds number was allowed� Contributions on
this matter are given also by Mei �����

Other potential contributions modelling the drag or lift of bubbles can be
mentioned� None of those are however included in the studies which are pre�
sented in the papers of this thesis� One example of such contributions could be
the Magnus force� Others are for example the Fax�en force ��
�� the virtual mass
e�ect and the Basset force �����

�The Magnus Force

Fmag � ��a��c��
�

�
r� uc � ��� �ud � uc� ����

which for bubbly �ow in vertical channels give rise to a lateral velocity

jmag �
	f�	�Usa

�

��c
ex�� �

vx
�

� ����

Here uc and uc are true velocities of the dispersed and continuous phases respec�
tively� Due to the rotation � of the particle a pressure di�erence is established
between both sides of the particle ����� The rotation may be caused by the shear
rate but also of other reasons� The relation is valid for a bubble Reynolds number
of the order of unity�
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The governing equations

The governing equations of the mixture model are

r � j � �� ����

r � jd � �� ����

�q � rq � �rp� g�� r���rq �rqT �� �
�


�r � q�� ����

and they assure the conservation of volume of the two incompressible phases and
the momentum of the mixture� The equations ������� can now� for convenience�
be reformulated by using the previously de�ned relations ������ Note that the
necessary assumption is still that �d  �c� It is also convenient to introduce the
reduced pressure P � p� �cgy� The new set of governing equations are then

r � ���� 	�q� � �� ���

r � �	q�
�

�� 	
jr� � �� ����

�q � rq � �rP � 	�cgey � ����

r���rq �rqT �� � ���r � q��

The boundary conditions

No�slip boundary conditions for the mass averaged velocity q are used on all
walls� Inlet conditions are modelled with prescription of the inlet values for void
fraction 	 and mass averaged velocities q� Outlets are modelled with prescription
of the pressure p� Gas producing walls are slightly more complicated to model�
Combining equations � with � and using that jd � n � jgas and jc � n � �
where jgas is the production velocity of the gas� the boundary condition at the
gas producing wall is

jr � n � ��� 	�jgas� ����

�� Some Dimensionless Parameters

As previously mentioned� the characteristics of a �ow is conveniently de�
scribed in terms of non�dimensional parameters� Restricting ourself to a dispersed
two�phase �ow under constant temperature� some of the most useful dimension�
less number are summarised in what follows�

Let V be a representative velocity� L a typical length scale and �c and � the
density and viscosity for the liquid� The ratio between inertial and viscous forces
for a unit volume of the liquid is then

Inertial force

Viscous force
�

�crV
�

�cr�V
� Re �

V L

�c
����

also known as the Reynolds number� This parameter e�ectively measures whether
the liquid �ows laminarly �Re � Recrit� or turbulent �Re � Recrit�� Generally�
the transition to turbulence occurs for Reynolds number roughly in the order of
Recrit � ��� for channel �ow �L � Channel width� V � Mean velocity��
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Alternative formulations of the this parameter are achieved if for example
the representative velocity is the rise velocity Us of a bubble and the length scale
is given by the bubble diameter �a�

Inertial force

Viscous force
�

�crU
�
s ���a���

�cr�Us���a���
� Re�a �

Us�a

�c
� ����

This parameter is known as the bubble Reynolds number and its importance is
partly described in section ����

For shearing �ow� a third variant of the Reynolds number is formulated� Let
the bubble diameter �a be the length scale and the velocity drop � #��a� over this
length be the velocity scale� The shear Reynolds number is then

Inertial force

Viscous force
�

�cr� #��a�����a���

�cr�� #��a����a���
� Re �� �

#���a��

�c
� ����

The shear Reynolds number replace for example the role of the bubble Reynolds
number for a neutral buoyant particle with zero bubble Reynolds number�

Three important dimensionless parameters in bubbly �ows are the Weber
number

Inertial force

Surface tensionforce
�
�cUsrUs���a

���

���a
� We �

�cU
�
s �a

�
� ����

the E
otv
os number or Bond number

Gravitational force

Surface tension force
�

$�cg���a���

���a
� Eo � Bo �

$�g��a��

�
����

and the capillary number

Viscous force

Surface tension force
�
�cr

�Us���a
���

���a
� Ca �

�cUs
�

� ����

By measuring the ratios between surface tension force on one hand and inertial�
gravitational or viscous forces on the other� it is possible to estimate whether the
bubble will deform in the �ow or remain spherical� A small ratio indicates that
the surface tension is large enough to resist the deforming forces� In the present
thesis the bubble radius is typically a � ���� �m� and the relative velocity is
Us � ���� �m�s�� Using the value for surface tension of water � � ������ �N�m�
the Weber� E
otv
os and Capillary numbers thus are ���� or less� Our assumption
that the bubbles remain spherical should consequently be justi�ed�



CHAPTER 

Basic Electrochemical Concepts

�� Reaction Kinetics at Electrodes

Electrochemistry involves the inter�conversion of chemical and electrical en�
ergy� For a detailed description of this subject� the reader is advised to Bockris
" Reddy ������ ��
�� ����� Newman ������ ����� or Walsh ����� ����� The reac�
tions occur at the electrodes which are surrounded by electrolyte� A fundamental
electrochemical cell can belong to one of two contradictory cases 

�i� The galvanic cell in which electrochemical energy spontaneously
is conversed into electrical energy� Examples of galvanic cells are
batteries of di�erent kinds and fuel cells�

�ii� The electrolytic cell in which a potential di�erence� exceeding the
equilibrium di�erence� is applied between two electrodes separated by
electrolyte� Electrical energy is hence conversed to chemical energy�
This cell is conceptual in the electrochemical industry which often
consumes large amounts of electric power� The purpose of the process
is to change the character of an electrolyte or the surface of one or
both of the electrodes involved in the reactions�

The work of this thesis consider solely electrolytic cells� more or less inspired
from conceptual industrial processes� �

Faraday stated already in the nineteenth century the �rst and the second
Laws of Electrolysis� These laws form a base upon which we then can discuss the
details of the reaction kinetics�

Faradays �rst law� The substance mass generated by an electrolytic
reaction is proportional with the amount of electricity passed through
the cell�

Faradays second law� One equivalent weight of a substance is gener�
ated at each electrode during the passage of ����� coulomb of charge
through an electrolytic cell�

�

A brief discussion will here follow which exempli�es the kinetics at an elec�
trode� Industrial electrodes exist in several forms and material� The shape can
be �at� rounded or even porous� Normally� the material of the electrodes are
well conducting solid metals or carbon� but also polymers and ceramics and even

�Paper � and � consists of studies mainly focused on the chlorate process�
�The Faradays number is equivalent to F � ����	 C�mole

��
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�oating matters are in use� We will however restrict this discussion as well as
the performed studies of this thesis to plane metal electrodes in parallel pairs
separated by a channel �lled with electrolyte�

A

+ −

C

−ne−ne

Oc

Rc
aR

aO

SUPPLY
POWER

Figure ���� Kinetics in an electrolytic cell� Anodic oxidation
of Ra and cathodic reduction of Oc�

The reactions occurring at the electrodes in an electrolytic electrochemical
cell can be schematically written as

At the anode Ra � ne� 
 Oa

At the cathode Oc � ne� 
 Rc
Totally in the cell Oc �Ra 
 Oa �Rc

where R and O are the reduced and oxidised species respectively� also demon�
strated in �gure ��� As an electric current now is pumped from the cathode to
the anode via the power supply� an equal amount of current must �ow in the
electrolyte� This occurs by a �ux of charged ions the positive cations to the
cathode and negative anions to the anode� The total reaction reveals the end
product of the process� In many industrial processes� which could include com�
bined reactions of several species� the necessary reactants is consumed after some
time of running� The electrolyte must then be replaced� either continuously or
instantly�

Let a system with electrolysis of water� �gure ��a illustrate a simple but
conceptual electrolytic cell� A potential di�erence is applied between the anode
and the cathode� The electrolyte can for example consist of NaOH solved in
water� Here the OH� ions take part in the electrode reactions while the Na�

ions solely have a supporting role in the electrolyte�
The cathodic reduction of water occurs by

�H�O � �e� 
 �OH� � �H��gas� ���

and the anodic oxidation of hydroxide ions according to

�OH� 
 O��gas� � �e� � �H�O� ����
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Figure ���� �a� The electrode reactions in water electrolysis�
�b� Schematic sketch over the electric double layer adjacent to
an anode�

As the total reaction for the system we have

�H�O � �e� � �OH� 
 �OH� � �H��gas� �O� � �e� � �H�O� ����

� �H�O 
 O��gas� � �H��gas�� ����

Water is hence consumed and converted into one part of oxygen gas and two
parts of hydrogen gas� By using Faradays laws of electrolysis� the gas production
rate for the reactions ��� and ���� can now be computed�

The produced mass is proportional to the amount of passed charge Q�
First the current has to be de�ned 

Q �

Z t�

t�

Idt � � It � ����

where the last approximation holds for a current which is constant in time� an
assumption which for simplicity is made here�

One equivalent weight of a substance is generated for each 	
��� coulomb
of charge� It is� for example� evident from the reaction ���� that one oxygen
molecule is produced for every n � � electrons� It is hence possible to write

m � Q�nF �mole� ����

where m is the amount of produced substance �oxygen gas molecules� in mole
and F � ����� �C�mole�� We now invoke equation ���� in ���� which then yields

m �
It

nF
�mole� ����
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Now introduce the molar weight M �kg�mole� and the density � �kg�m�� for the
produced substance� de�ne the current density i

i � I�A �A�m��� ����

and further reformulate equation ����

m �
It

nF
�mole� �

m

t
�

I

nF
�mole�s� �

mM

t�
�

IM

nF�
�m��s� �

mM

At�
�

IM

AnF�
�m�s� �

jgas �
iM

nF�
�m�s�� ����

The super�cial velocity �previously de�ned in ���� can for the anodic �MO�
�

�O�
� n � �� and cathodic �MH�

� �H�
� n � �� reactions be computed as

jO�
�

iMO�

�F�O�

�m�s�� jH�
�

iMH�

�F���
�m�s�� ����

It turns out that the formula ���� is a very useful result in the modelling of
gas�evolving electrodes�

For electrolytic cells� the driving force of the electrode reactions is the po�
tential gradient over the cell� In the immediate vicinity of the electrode ��gure
��b�� where the electron transfer take part� the potential gradient suddenly be�
come very steep�� This thin zone is commonly known as the electric double layer�
and typical dimensions are given by molecular distances �l � ���� m� In the �g�
ure� %m and %s denote the electric potential of the electrode and of the adjacent
solvent respectively�

WE CE
RE

POTENTIOSTAT
WE RE

CELL

Φ = Φ   − Φ

Φ     = Φ    − ΦWE CEI I

Figure ���� Working electrode� counter electrode and reference
electrode� Three electrode system used to consider the kinetics
at an working electrode�

In order to illustrate the theoretical relationship between current and voltage
at a working electrode in an electrochemical cell� the setup in �gure � will be

�For a conceptual industrial cell the potential di
erence between anode and cathode may
by �� V over � cm electrolyte gap giving a potential gradient of ��� V�m� This can be compared
to a typical voltage drop of � volt over the double layer � � ���� m giving a potential gradient
of ��� V�m� i�e� ��� times higher than the drop in the electrolyte�
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used� If now the potential over the cell itself is the di�erence in potential between
the working electrode and the counter electrode �

%CELL � %CE �%WE � ���

the potential di�erence % over the electric double layer adjacent to the working
electrode is commonly discussed in terms of a relative measure to the potential
of a third �reference� electrode %RE

�

% � %WE �%RE � ����

It is now assumed that the only reaction at the working electrode is an inter�
conversion between oxidised and reduced species according to

O � ne� � R� ����

This two�way tra�c give rise to a simultaneous anodic and cathodic current
density

�

i and

��
i � and the total current density is hence de�ned as the sum of

the current densities from oxidation and reduction�

i �
�

i �

��
i � ����

If no net current runs over the electric double layer� i �
�

i �

��
i � �� the

concentrations of O and R remain constant and the potential di�erence over the
layer will be the so called equilibrium potential

%e � %�e �
RT

nF
ln�

cO
cR

� ����

where %�e is the tabulated standard equilibrium potential for the couple O�R�
In this case the partial anodic and cathodic current densities are equal and the
magnitude of the currents is known as the exchange current density

i� � �
�

i �

��
i � ����

In industrial applications are though the current density far from zero and
the potential di�erence E over the electric double layer consequently not in equi�
librium� These non�equilibrium situations are described in terms of the overpo�
tential � on the working electrode� a property which is de�ned as

� � %�%e� ����

i�e� the overpotential � is zero if the net current i is zero�
We now have all necessary de�nitions to express the full relation between

the current density and the potential di�erence over the double layer� the Butler�
Volmer equation

i � i�
�
e
�AnF

RT
� � e�

�CnF

RT
�
�
� ����

Here 	A and 	C are transfer coe�cients for the anodic and cathodic processes�
Note that 	A � 	C � � and that generally 	A � 	C � ���� Further is R �
���� �V As�K� the gas constant� F � ����� �As�mole� the Faraday constant�
and n the number of electrons involved�
In most industrial processes� such a high cell�voltage is applied that either the

�The concept potential is not a physical property in it self and can only be discussed as a
relative measure

�The reference electrode has a wellestablished and reproducible potential independent of
current density� such as the standard hydrogen electrode �SHE� which under standard con
ditions has a potential equal to zero� This form the basis of tabulated standard electrode
potentials� Standard conditions here has the meaning that pure materials are used in their
standard state� the hydrogen pressure is � atm� and the proton activity is ��
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right or left hand terms of the Butler�Volmer equation can be neglected the
relation is then generally known as the Tafel law� For an electrolytic cell �� � ��
with such high over�voltage at the anode the Tafel law is expressed as

i � i�e
�AnF

RT
� � ����

Using the relations and de�nitions in ����� ���� and ���� we may reformulate ����
as

i � i�e
�AnF

RT
� � ����

i�e
�AnF

RT
�WE��RE� e�

�AnF

RT
��e � e�

�AnF

RT
RT
nF

lncO�cR� �

i�
�
�
c�
cR

���A e�
�AnF

RT
��e �
�
e

�AnF

RT
�WE��RE���

The corresponding relation for the cathode �� � ��is

i � �i�
�
�
c�
cR

��C e
�CnF

RT
��e �
�
e�

�AnF

RT
�WE��RE��� ���

We now summarise after �rst rewriting equations ���� and ��� using the
notation %Am and %Al for the electrode and electrolyte potential on each side
of the electric double layer at the anode and %Cm and %Cl at the cathode� The
subscripts m and l has here the meaning metal and liquid� For convenience we
further introduce the notation

ka � e�
�AnF

RT
��e � and kc � e

�CnF

RT
��e ��

The short�hand form of the anodic and cathodic Tafel�laws are hence formulated
as

i � i�ka�
c�
cR

���A e
�AnF

RT
�Am��Al�� ����

i � i�kc�
c�
cR

���C e
�CnF

RT
�Cl��Cm��� ����
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�� Mass Transport in the Electrolyte

The transport of species to the electrode is described by the Nernst� Plancks
law

Ni � �ciu� � ��Dirci� � ��
ziFDi

RT
cir%� �mole�m�s� ����

where ci �mole�m��� zi and Di �m��s� are the concentrations� the charge num�
bers and the di�usivities of each specie i�

Thereupon are % �V � the electric potential� u �m�s� the mass averaged
velocity of the dilute solvent� F � ����� �C�mole� the Faraday!s constant�
R � ��� �J�moleK� the gas constant and T �K� the temperature� The Nernst�
Planck!s law consist elementary of convection� di�usion and migration in the
named order when referring to the above equation� The role of these mecha�
nisms are discussed below and is further illustrated in �gure ���

Convective transport� In the bulk the mass transport is controlled by
convection� A good approximation is usually that the concentration of
a specie is constant in this region�

Di�usive transport� Between the viscous layer and the electric double
layer� di�usion of the species are the limiting process� When the current
is increased to a value for which the di�usion process no longer is fast
enough� the system is running with a limiting current�

Migration� The motions of the charged species due to the electric poten�
tial �eld in the electrolyte�

10
−10

10
−8

10
−6

10
−4

10
−2

(m)

Electric double layer

Diffusion

Viscous boundary layer

from 
Distance

electrode

Figure ���� Current potential versus overpotential curve�

Beside the above mentioned mechanisms can� for example� also turbulent mixing
or presence of gas contribute to the transport of charged ions� Dahlkild ����
introduced the mixing e�ects of a sheared bubble suspension according to a model
for particle tracer di�usivities by Wang et al� This would add an additional term
����a�	� #� into equation ����� The de�nitions of a� 	 and #� are the same as in
section �� this chapter�
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The electric current density caused by the total �ow of electrically charged
ions now writes�

i �

NX
i��

ziFNi� ����

Conservation of the current

r � i � �� ����

and the involved ionic species

r �Ni � � for i � �� ���N � �� ����

together with the electro�neutrality condition

� �

NX
i��

zici ����

�nally form the governing equations of the system� The electro�neutrality condi�
tion ensures that no region of the electrolyte of macroscopic size can be electri�
cally charged� Note that the convective term conveniently cancels in ���� due to
equation ����� Also note that the coe�cient

� �

NX
i��

z�i F
�Di

RT
ci� ����

which accompanies the potential gradient in the expression for current density�
is the commonly known electric conductivity� This property is not constant but
depends on the concentration�

Presence of gas will have e�ects on the conductivity as well as the di�usion�
A common approach� investigated by Tobias with collaborators ��	������ and ����
is to use the Bruggemann relation yielding

� � ����� 	�����

D� � D������ 	����� D� � D������ 	���� ����

where the subindice ��! indicate pure electrolyte properties�
The adjacent boundary conditions are given by the tafel laws discussed in

the previous section� For gas evolving electrodes� however� the diminishment of
the electrode surface area due to part wise coverage of gas� must be taken into
account� The most straight forward approach is to directly reduce the active
area with the void fraction at the electrode� The adequate current density at the
electrode is hence

i � iideal��� 	� ���

where iideal is the current density with absence of gas �	 � �� For a deeper and
more complete insight in this matter� the reader is directed to Bockris " Reddy
���� Newman ���� and Walsh ����� Paper � in this thesis involves numerical
simulations based on the usage of the equations in this chapter�



CHAPTER �

A Short Presentation of the Work

�� Computational Work

The major part of this thesis reports about numerical computations based
on two�phase �ow models� To be more precise� the simulations involve both the
two��uid and the mixture two�phase models� free and forced convection and ��
nally� electrochemical mass transport equations with exponential Tafel boundary
conditions� These computations are almost exclusively performed using commer�
cial CFD or general PDE codes� In this section these codes are to be brie�y
presented and some numerical aspects will be discussed�

CFX
The studies reported in papers �� �� and � are made with the �nite volume simu�
lation code CFX����� This is a commercial Computational Fluid Dynamic �CFD�
code� trademark of AEA Technology �Harwell� UK�� Both a two��uid and a Al�
gebraic Slip Model �ASM� are pre�installed in CFX����� Also a homogeneous
two�phase model as well as a Lagrangian particle tracking model are inside the
CFX package� This ensures a quick start for the modelling� It is however seldom
possible to do a meaningful computation without a considerable modi�cation of
attached subroutines� CFX is found to be straight�forward to use� delivering
stable solutions with good convergence in a reasonable time� As the main hy�
drodynamic equations are pre�installed while source terms� drag terms etc� are
separately implemented� it is di�cult to get a clear overview of the involved
equations�

Regarding the studies in this thesis� the �rst usage of CFX is with the two�
�uid model in paper �� The mesh of the modelled geometry� a chlorate reactor�
is built in blocks which are then mounted to a unit� Di�erent geometries are
investigated and a representative mesh revealing the block structure is displayed
in �gure ���� Further numerical details of this work are discussed inside the
paper�

Paper � and � involves usage of the pre�implemented algebraic slip model
which �ts the formulation of the mixture model and its related closure laws� In
both papers the geometry is a single vertical channel�

A good resolution of the �ow in paper � is achieved with a uniform ��x��
�width x height� mesh� Here the size of one cell represents approximately one
bubble diameter�

In paper � a shorter but equally wide channel is resolved with a non�uniform
��x�� mesh� This �ner mesh is necessary as the simulations describe a freely con�
vected buoyant �ow� It is commonly known that this type of �ow easily causes
bad convergence if the accuracy in the computations is low�

��
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Figure ���� CFX � Block structure of mesh for a chlorate re�
actor� The mesh is here cut in two pieces of plotting reasons
only�

FEMLAB
The fundamental di�erence between paper � and the previous papers � and � is
the introduction of electrochemical transport equations and Tafel boundary con�
ditions� These boundary conditions frequently cause convergence problems due
to their exponential character� � The commercial code FEMLAB �trademark
COMSOL AB� Sweden� proves to be a suitable code for this type of calcula�
tions� FEMLAB is a general PDE solver based on the �nite element method�
Its strength lies partly in the algebraic coupling of the general equations and
the boundary conditions� Although not a pure CFD code� FEMLAB has pre�
installed interfaces for a direct use of the Navier Stokes equations� It is however
preferable to formulate the governing equations in the general form

r � & � F� ����

This approach gives a very good overview of the equation system and also of the
boundary conditions which are equally straight�forward formulated� Meshing�

�In the frame of this thesis it was not possible to achieve convergence with CFX if Tafel
or Butler Volmer boundary conditions were used�
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implementation of mathematical expressions and choice of solver algorithm are
controlled from a command��le or from a user interface�

For the channel �ow in paper �� it is necessary to resolve the thin di�usion
boundary layer ������ mm�� for the ionic concentration� A dimensionless for�
mulation of the equation system based on di�erent length scales in lateral and
vertical directions is therefore implemented in the code� With the purpose to
reduce the amount of triangular cells the �width x height� ��x��� mm channel
was scaled down to a dimensionless size of � x �'�� This mesh is displayed in
�gure ���� The smallest cells which are located at the edges of the electrodes
reach ���� m out from the wall�

Figure ���� Triangular cells in FEMLAB mesh� Dimensions
are �over�scaled� with a factor �ve in the vertical direction�
�Left� Mesh of the half channel width� �Right� Close up around
the lower left part of the geometry� Fine mesh at the leading
edge of the electrode�

�� Experimental Work

All experiments are performed at Laboratoire des �Ecoule� ments G�eophysiques
et Industriels �LEGI� at INPG� Grenoble France� Although the details of each
performed experiment is well described in the related papers  and �� some ad�
ditional comments will here follow� This section should hence be read parallel
with these papers�

Bubble production

The in�house built Electrochemical BuBble Appliance �EBBA� consists fun�
damentally of a cathode� and an anode�chamber� A circular plexi glass wall
separates one chamber from the other� To provide free passage for the charged
ions� vertical slices are cut in the plexi glass cylinder� The cathode chamber is
located as a natural part of a vertical pipe� Figure �� exhibits EBBA in the
lower pipe area� The pipe is directly connected to EBBA from beneath� At the
upper end of EBBA a convergent di�usor is located� re�connecting EBBA with
the rest of the pipe� A recti�er� supplying EBBA with current is visible to the
right in the same �gure� This DC supplier is able to give an output of � V'� A
which is su�cient for a production rate of roughly  cm��s for the hydrogen gas�
�see chapter  section ��� The �ow rate of the electrolyte is indicated by the �ow
meter apparent to the left in the �gure� The construction of EBBA is by itself a
part of the work presented in paper �� and further details on the construction is
given in this paper� including a schematic drawing of EBBA�
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Figure ���� The Electrochemical Bubble Appliance� EBBA�
mounted in the lower part of the pipe� The �ow�meter is lo�
cated to the left in the picture� and the recti�er is to the right�

Optical and visual experimental techniques�

The measurements �optical �bre� laser sheet� are performed approximately
�� meters above the position of EBBA� To reduce optical phenomena due to
di�erences in the refraction indexes of air and the plexi glass� the outer surface of
the pipe has no curvature� A plane laser sheet� �gure ��� indication �I�� cuts ver�
tically the middle of the pipe illuminating a rectangular area of the bubbly �ow�
indication �II a�� The images of the laser sheet is taken with a camera pointing
perpendicular to to the laser sheet and two di�erent results can be deduced from
image analysis of this illuminated sheet�

�Result ��� The lateral void fraction distribution is assumed to be identical
to the distribution of luminous points� To de�ne the expression luminous point
we �rst de�ne a threshold� which is a zero level for the light intensity� Points
with a light intensity brighter than this value is counted for as a bubble while
less bright illuminated dots are discarded� For a constant threshold� the distri�
bution of illuminated points is then strongly asymmetric as indicated with �III
a� in �gure ���� The number of illuminated points is hence large to the right�
�where the light enters the pipe� and low to the left� It is though necessary to
account for the large scatter of light� As a matter of fact� the distribution of light
intensity over the diameter is roughly as schematically shown in �III b�� The
technique tested in this paper is to compensate this asymmetry by introducing
a non�constant threshold� As a �rst approximation it may be assumed that the
light intensity of the laser sheet decrease exponentially with the lateral coordi�
nate� An exponential expression for a new threshold is hence �tted with least
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square method to the distribution of brightness in the image� This new threshold
is indicated with �III b� in the �gure� Using this new exponentially decreasing
threshold� a symmetric distribution of luminous points is achieved �III c��

�Result ��� Also the bubble velocity distribution is assessed by analysis of
laser sheet images� Using a long exposure time $t with the camera� the illumi�
nated bubbles move a distance $l� An example is here displayed in �II b�� The
magnitude of the velocity is hence easily determined by vbubble � $l�$s�
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Figure ���� Experimental equipment and techniques�

A mono�modal optical �bre �IV� mounted in the �ow� is pointing upstreams
with the tip� The light of an IR�laser directed into the �bre� re�ects on �rst
the �bre tip� and secondly an incoming bubble� Frequency analyse of the two
re�ected interfering light beams leads direct to the velocity to the velocity of the
bubble in the vicinity of the �bre tip� Unfortunately� the depth of detection is too
low to capture the undisturbed velocity of the bubble before it start to decelerate
close to the �bre�

A method is here tested which combines analytical and numerical ingredi�
ents� describing this deceleration� with the measured data in order to determine
the undisturbed velocity� This is performed by means of a matching procedure�
in which the free stream liquid velocity and the radius of the bubble are unknown
parameters to �nd� As a matter of fact� each combination of bubble radius and
free stream velocity appears to form a unique deceleration� An example of this
matching procedure is given in �gure ���� The rather high sensitivity of the pro�
cedure is apparent and a proper combination of radius and velocity is found after
only a few tries� This method requires however a precise analytical'numerical
description of the approach of the bubble� The method proves to predict reason�
able velocities but it overestimate the bubble radius� compared to the average
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bubble radius of the mixture� Alternatively it might be suggested that the optic
�bre in a selective way only detects large bubbles�
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Figure ���� Matching of the velocity achieved with analytical
relations with the measured optic �bre velocity�

�� The Papers

���� Paper ��
The internal two�phase �ow in a conceptual chlorate reactor� �gure ��� is inves�
tigated by means of numerical simulations� The aim of the study is to identify
geometrical factors and features in the �ow� which are important to consider
from a designing point of view� The modelled reactor consists of a stack of �at
electrodes� vertically placed face to face and separated by a narrow channel �lled
with electrolyte� in the bottom of a large tank� As voltage is applied� an elec�
tric current runs through the stack and hydrogen gas is evolved at the cathodes�
The bubbly electrolyte mixture is continuously forced up through the channel as
an e�ect of buoyancy induced circulation� The simulations� performed with the
commercial code CFX �Harwell� UK�� are based on a two �uid model using an
interface drag in the Stokes regime� The gas phase is introduced along the top of
the stack and evacuated at the top surface by use of source terms� The �ow in
the stack itself� is modelled by considering the stack to be a porous media with
internal parallel �ow�
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Figure ���� Schematic picture of a gas�lift chlorate reactor�

Two domains with di�erent �ow characters can be identi�ed in the reactor�

�Domain �� The reactor tank outside the electrode stack� where the
buoyant rise of the individual bubbles induce circulation of the electrolyte
due to the gas'liquid interface drag� A chimney is placed over the stack in
order to control the direction of the �ow and to promote the magnitude of
the circulation�

�Domain �� The electrode channels� where the convection is mainly forced
due to the �ow outside the stack� It is though demonstrated in paper � that
local buoyancy however also a�ects the �ow inside the narrow channel�

Some distinctive features of the �ow�

��� As the �ow exits the top of the chimney and is directed downwards� a
stagnant zone �indicated with �A� in �gure ���� develops along the outer wall of
the chimney� Whereas a full control over the circulation is bene�cial� this zone
should be removed� A possible method is to re�design the outside wall of the
reactor by introduction of a long ba(e� e�ectively guiding the �ow downwards�
parallel to the chimney�
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��� In the bottom of the tank� the electrolyte enters the stack� �area �B� in
�gure ���� with a strongly non�uniform pro�le� As mass transport in the elec�
trolyte channel is promoted by the electrolyte �ux� this is highly unfavourable�
It is demonstrated in the study that installation of ba(es in area �C� has only
a minor in�uence on the entering pro�le of the velocity� On the other hand� a
simple and e�ective method to cause the electrolyte to enter the stack uniformly�
is to prolong the vertical distance between the bottom of the tank and the stack�
This method proves e�ective also for increasing the total �ow rate through the
cell�

�� As the production of hydrogen gas is assumed equal in all electrode
channels� the low velocity in an electrode channel leads to high void fraction�
Consequently the void fraction is higher closer to the stack walls where the elec�
trolyte �ux is low� Along the lower inside of the chimney� �area �D� in �gure ����
a zone with high concentration of gas hence appear� This �bubbly layer� persists
along the length of the chimney and causes the electrolyte to �ow with higher
velocity close to the walls of the chimney�

��� The e�ects of scale�up are investigated and it is clear from the results
that it is bene�cial to increase the size of the reactor since the total �ow rate
thereby is enhanced�

��� Another method to increase the total �ow rate through the cell is to
apply a higher cell voltage and thereby increase the gas production� The relation
between gas production and total cell �ow rate is investigated and demonstrated
in �gure ���� Further is a complementary �D model developed which is able to
predict this relation�
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Figure ���� Average super�cial velocities JD and JC �m's� for
dispersed and continuous phase in the chimney� The parameter
� is an unknown loss coe�cient for the �D model which has to
be determined by matching�
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���� Paper ��
The developing two phase channel �ow in a gas�evolving electrolytic cell is inves�
tigated numerically� The measurements of the narrow channel are chosen in pur�
pose to capture the �ow inside the electrode stack which is previously discussed
in paper �� This paper can hence be considered to be a detached continuation of
that study� A hydrodynamical drift �ux two�phase model as described by Ishii
���� is used with complementary empirical laws describing the motions of the
the gas phase relative to the mixture� These empirical relations are originally
developed for shear induced hydrodynamical di�usion and migration of particles�
It appears that this approach proves to give qualitatively good results�

In this work� parameter studies are performed with respect to for example the
bubble radius� the rate of gas production and the inlet velocity of the electrolyte�

Figure ��	� The development of bubbly layers along the walls
of a ��� meter long channel� Bubble radius a� super�cial elec�
trolyte velocity jc At the entrance of the channel the velocity
distribution is parabolic and the averaged void fraction is � )�
�a� Developing bubbly layer� a � �� �m and jc � � m�s� �b�
Established bubbly layer� a � ��� �m and jc � � m�s� �c�
Typically �attened velocity pro�le� a � �� �m and jc �
���� m�s�

Some selected results are worth being mentioned�

��� Although most computations are made with evolution of gas at one wall� a
test case with pure transport of gas at a total void fraction of � � ) and a velocity
of � m�s� is investigated� In qualitative agreement with existing literature� for
example ���� ����� ����� bubbles relocate from a homogeneous distribution to dense
bubbly layers along the walls� For a parabolic velocity pro�le at the entrance�
this process is here exhibited in �gure ���a�b� As discussed in the paper� the
establishment of the developed bubbly layer is slower for smaller bubbles� A
certain �attening of the velocity pro�le is almost always present ��gure ���c�� For
higher liquid �ow rates� the visible buoyancy e�ects on the velocity distribution
are small but not negligible� In the mathematical modelling� the �ux towards
the wall is caused by the Sa�man force ��
��

��� It appears that the size of the bubbles are directly responsible for the
character of the bubbly layer� Larger bubbles form a thicker and less concentrated
bubble layer than bubbles of smaller radius� Figure ��� illustrates this feature
which is in line with the modelled transport mechanism related to mutual bubble
interactions�
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Figure ��
� A developing bubbly layer adjacent to a gas evolv�
ing electrode� at ��� �� and ��� channel�widths downstream
�bubble radius a � �� �m� solid line� bubble radius a � ��� �m�
dashed line�� The super�cial velocity is in both cases jc �
��� m�s
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Figure ����� The shifting of velocity maximum towards the
gas evolving wall for a low liquid �ow rate compared to the gas
�ow rate�

�� As the ratio between the gas �ow rate and the total gas'liquid �ow
rate is increased� � the buoyant e�ect on the velocity distribution is obvious�
Here illustrated in �gure ���� A shifting of �ow towards the gas evolving wall
take place� It is expected �although not demonstrated in this paper� that for
considerably high values of 
 a counter�ow at the opposite wall can appear�

���� Paper ��

In this work� the ability is investigated of using a mono�modal optical �bre
to measure the velocity of moving gas�liquid interfaces such as slugs or micro�
bubbles� Such a measurement technique could be useful inside concentrated

�This ratio is denoted � and de�ned by equation �����
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Figure ����� Processing of the interference signal from detec�
tion of a bubble� �a� The signal of an approaching bubble� ac�
quired by the acquisition system� �b� FFT'sliding window anal�
ysis of the signal� �c� Noise is removed from the spectral content�
the subsequent frequency is transformed to the velocity Vop and
scaled with a reference velocity Vref �

two�phase mixtures where ordinary LDA measurement is di�cult to perform due
to the high interfacial area density�

An IR laser beam is directed into a cleaved optical �bre which in its turn
is directed upstream towards an arriving gas bubble� slug or front� As the light
is re�ected both at the tip of the optical �bre and at the incoming gas�liquid
interface outside the �bre� the velocity of the approaching interface can be es�
timated by analysing the interference pattern between the two re�ected light
beams� A typical interference pattern received by the acquisition system and its
interpretation to the approach velocity are illustrated in �gure �����

Experiments have been performed with �at fronts� slugs and micro�bubbles
approaching a downwards�pointing optical �bre� For �at fronts and slugs in
constant motion� it was found that the velocity of the approaching interfaces can
be measured with an acceptable precision�

Continuous experiments were also carried out with electrochemically pro�
duced micro�bubbles� For these bubbles it was not possible to directly asses the
undisturbed velocity upstream of the �bre� This is partly explained with a insuf�
�cient depth of detection� Another explanation could be a weak re�ection at the
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Figure ����� Adaptation of optical signals for micro bubbles
with analytical prediction� Velocities from optical signals �dots�
and from semi�analytical prediction �solid� dimensionless time�
�left� The curves ������ displays three signals for pipe Reynolds
numbers ReH � ���� ��� and ����� �right� The curves �������
displays three signals with ReH � ����� ��� and ����

surface of the bubbles� With the aim to compensate the measuring technique for
this shortness� a method of extrapolation based on analytical developments is in�
vestigated and proposed� This method is inspired from an analytical'numerical
work performed by Dagan et al� ����� devoted to the creeping approach of a
spherical particle at the vicinity of a �at disk� After combination of these the�
oretical ingredients with a time�frequency analysis of our optical signals� it is
possible to infer both the bubble size and the undisturbed velocity�

Some highlighted results�

��� Hydrogen bubbles are electrochemically produced at a cathode surface a
short distance upstream of the optical �bre� Special attention is devoted to the
separation of hydrogen bubbles from the oxygen bubbles evolved at the anode in
the meantime� A mixing of the two gas phases can potentially cause explosion�
The size of the hydrogen bubbles� estimated with a visualisation technique� is
found to be a � ���� �� �m�

��� The optical �bre is used for measurements of �i� vertically approaching
gas slugs and �ii� vertically incoming liquid surfaces �fronts�� These measure�
ments are performed with the aim to test the performance of the technique�
Reference velocities are provided by traditional conventional methods� � It ap�
pears from these measurements that the optical �bre is able to capture a correct

�An automatic laser�photodetection technique is used on the slugs while the liquid surface
velocity is measured with a visual method�
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velocity with an uncertainty of � ��)� The depth of detection is measured to
be � �� �m� i�e roughly ��� bubble diameter�

�� The velocity of rising hydrogen bubbles in upward channel �ow is mea�
sured with the optical �bre� The undisturbed velocity of the bubbles is assessed
by matching of the measured velocity in vicinity of the �bre tip with an ana�
lytically predicted velocity decrease close to the �bre� This method allows to
determine both the bubble velocity and the bubble size� Some examples from
this matching is exhibited in �gure ���� Apparently� the results con�rm that
this technique allows to measure a relevant bubble velocity� On the other hand�
the technique deliver bubble sizes which are much larger than what is measured
with a conventional visual method� This could suggest that the �bre is �selec�
tive� in that way that only larger bubbles give su�ciently strong light re�ections�

��� As a curiosity� signals are captured possibly arising from bubbles bounc�
ing at the tip of the �bre�

2(gas)O

Electrolyte

Electrolyte
+ H 2(gas)

.

O2(gas)

.

(Pipe)

(Cathode)

(Oxygen outlet)

(Outer plexi wall)
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(Slices in the pipe−wall)

(Pipe)

Figure ����� The Electrochemical Bubble Appliance� EBBA�

���� Paper ��
A special Electrochemical Bubble Appliance �EBBA�� �gure ���� is constructed
for the purpose of producing micro�bubbles� The device is mounted in the lower
part of a � meter high vertical pipe system which is �lled with a Sodium sulphate
solution� Due to the high interfacial ratio for a non�dilute suspension of micro�
bubbles� conventional measuring techniques often fails� Considerable e�orts are
therefore spent on the design of the experimental facility and on the development
of adapted measuring techniques� including the associated data processing�
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Figure ����� Size distribution of H� bubbles�

The design of EBBA demands careful consideration of notably two main fac�
tors�

�i� The hydrogen producing cathode should be mounted in the upward pipe
�ow in such way that the liquid shear rate is as uniformly distributed as possible
over its surface� The cathode surface must be smooth and the area should be
maximised� but with a minimal presence of edges and corners� Any deviation
from these points directly cause larger and less mono�dispersed bubbles�

�ii� A free passage for electrically charged ions must be ensured� but without
violating the separation of the hydrogen gas evolved at the cathode from the oxy�
gen which is evolved at the anode� Mixing of the two gases can cause explosion�
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Figure ����� Experimental data for Re � ���� and I � �A�
measured with the mono�modal �bre�optics velocimeter� �a� Ve�
locity pro�le for the detected bubbles� �b� Size distribution de�
rived from the matching procedure �paper ��

Measurements are performed on liquid �ow rate� gas and liquid velocity dis�
tribution� gas hold up and the void distribution� The liquid �ow rate is roughly
indicated by a �ow meter connected to the pipe� while the bubble velocity dis�
tribution is measured with a visual technique using long time exposure pictures�
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The distribution of the liquid velocity is assumed to follow the distribution of
the gas velocity� but with a presumed relative velocity e�ectively subtracted� A
complementary investigation of the gas phase velocity distribution is performed
by means of an optic �bre velocimeter previously discussed in paper � A two�
valve construction gives access to the gas hold up with good precision� Studies
on the void distribution is based on visualisation using a laser sheet�

This last technique is not completely straightforward since the strong scatter
of light in the measuring zone necessarily must be compensated for�
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Figure ����� �a� Grey level values distribution as directly cal�
culated from the video�inverted image� The solid line is an ex�
ponential �t� �b� Normalised counts of the luminous points due
to light re�ections from the micro�bubbles as deduced from the
original image� �c� Same as �gure b after removing the mean
grey value�

Some selected results�

��� The electrochemical bubble appliance �EBBA�� �gure ���� is a well work�
ing device� generating microbubbles with acceptable deviation in size�

��� The hydrogen bubble size is determined visually� The radius� a � ����
�� �m ��gure ����� is a�rmative to a previous investigation in paper �

�� It was not possible to assess the hydrogen gas �ow rate directly via Fara�
days law� In fact� the observed e�ciency in producing hydrogen gas was roughly
��)� Possible explanations are dissolution of hydrogen gas into the electrolyte
and bubbles escaping into the anode chamber�

��� Fibre optical measurements of the gas velocity distribution and the bub�
ble size supports a previous result �paper � that the technique is somewhat
selective � smaller bubbles do not seem to give rise to the same amount of acqui�
sitioned signals� This is illustrated in �gure �����

��� A method is tested for compensating the strong light scatter in the im�
ages of the laser sheet� As demonstrated in �gure ����� strong scatter of light
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give rise to a non�symmetric distribution of luminous points on images of the
laser sheet� Subtraction of the mean grey level appears to be a possible method
to assess the symmetric distribution of the bubbles�

��� The physical results are of somewhat qualitative nature� The typi�
cal trend in upward bubbly pipe �ow� with void fraction peaks near the walls
is recovered� Somewhat peculiar is the thickness of this bubbly layer �here
� Rpipe�� � �� bubble diameters�� Possibly the �ow was not fully developed
despite the long distance �� ��� Rpipe� from the inlet of the pipe�

���� Paper ��
Freely convected two phase �ow in a narrow and short vertical electrode channel
� mm x ��� mm� is investigated numerically� The dimensions of the channel are
the same as in the experiments by Boissonneau " Byrne ���� The free convection
is induced by the interface drag from rising buoyant microbubbles� evolved at the
cathode covering the mid�third of the channel height� The hydrodynamical two�
phase drift �ux model introduced in paper � is used for the numerical simulations�
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Figure ����� Electrolyte velocity pro�les� Hydrogen is evolved
at the cathode �x��� and Oxygen at the anode �x���� Experi�
mental data by Boissonneau " Byrne��� �x�� and present model
�solid line��
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Parameter studies are performed with respect to bubble size� gas production
and channel width� As expected� a higher gas production resulted also in an
increased liquid �ow�rate�

Finally� comparisons are made to data measured by Boissonneau " Byrne
for evolution of gas at both anode and cathode�

Some results in highlight

��� It is demonstrated that larger bubbles dramatically increases the �ow
rate of electrolyte� The main reason is likely that larger bubbles form a thicker
bubble plume �as discussed in paper ���

��� For certain channel widths� an in�ow of electrolyte is observed over part
of the channel exit� consequently reducing the net �ow rate�

�� Simulation results were compared to measurements by Boissonneau "
Byrne ���� on a cell with double�sided gas production� The electrolyte velocity
pro�le agreed considerably well in the part of the channel where the �ow was
laminar� �gure �����

���� Paper ��
A gas evolving electrochemical cell is investigated from both an electrochemical
and hydrodynamical point of view� The two phase drift �ux model previously
tested in paper � and � is implemented together with conventional relations for
transport of charged ions� The electric potential �eld� the current density and
the distribution of ion concentration is modelled using non�linear boundary con�
ditions based on Tafel laws� Numerical simulations are performed on a slender
and long ��� mm x ��� mm� vertical gas evolving anode'cathode channel� Figure
���� illustrates the principal design of the channel� No gas is evolved in the insu�
lated inlet and outlet sections of the channel� The electrolyte which is convected
through the channel with force� is entering the channel with a parabolic velocity
distribution� As buoyancy e�ects gradually are strengthened along the channel�
a lateral shifting of the velocity pro�le takes place� Velocity peaks form in the
vicinity of the gas evolving walls� This feature is directly dependent on the rate
of gas evolution� A stronger velocity peak is consequently formed close to the
cathode where hydrogen is evolved with the double rate compared to the rate of
oxygen at the anode� �see �gure ������

Regarding the transport of charged ions� this is a process controlled by con�
vection� migration and di�usion� The consumption of hydroxide ions along the
anode� together with a diminishing conductivity due to a higher gas void fraction
in the upper part of the channel� give rise to a non�uniform current density distri�
bution along the electrodes� The di�erence in current density between the upper
and lower part of the electrodes is found to be considerable� although not as large
as reported earlier from Hine " Murakami ���� and Dahlkild ����� Further� it
is found that the current density strongly peaks at the ends of the electrodes�
These end e�ects are well known features in the electrochemical literature and
are here studied from �rst principles of two�phase �uid dynamics in combination
with laws from electrochemistry� Simulations are also performed without the
inert inlet and outlet sections� Large di�erences between these two cases was
found in the distribution of current density as well as the void fraction and the
ionic concentrations along the electrodes � The total current integrated over the
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Figure ���	� The non�uniform current density along the elec�
trode channel which starts and ends with inert walls� Higher gas
evolution at the cathode to the right�

cell however did not di�er with the same magnitude� Some examples of current
distribution from this study� measured data of Hine " Murakami� as well as a
qualitative similar chlorate cell investigated by Byrne et al� ���� are displayed
in �gure ����� In conclusion� the present modelling technique is a promising tool
for future detailed studies of gas evolving electrochemical cells�

Some highlighted results

��� It is in the study demonstrated that the current density distribution is
more non�uniform for higher cell�voltages�

��� A large current peak appears at the edges of the electrodes� These end
e�ects do not appear if the electrode cover the full length of the computation
domain� It is therefore necessary to model also the geometry around the edges
of the electrode� The performed simulations indicate that distribution of ion
concentration as well as void fraction and thereby the current density distribu�
tion di�ers considerably between studies with and without consideration of the
regions up� and downstream of the electrode edges �

��� The Tafel boundary conditions requires a computational solver with high
accuracy� The commercial code FEMLAB used for the performed computations
is found to be stable and appropriate for this purpose�

��� Due to a locally strong end current� a relatively high void fraction forms
directly at the lower end of the electrode� Along the remaining length of the
electrode the void is then only slightly increased� As it is assumed that coverage
of gas reduces the e�ective electrode area� this would indicate that the e�ective
electrode area fraction is rather constant over the electrode�
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CHAPTER �

Outlook

One of the aims with this thesis is to point out possible directions for further stud�
ies in the �eld of electrochemical gas�evolving cells and reactors� Regarding the
numerical work� a continuous supply of faster computers provide the engineers
with better and faster hardware tools for the design and construction of reactors�
On the other hand� the same engineers must be provided with appropriate soft�
ware tools� such as for example mathematical and models and numerical codes�
If now this thesis is one step in this process� the possible extensions are many�
In this chapter� some suggestions will be given of how the work in this thesis
can be continued� Also a brief discussion about design methodology for the next
generation of gas�evolving electrochemical reactors will follow�

�� Improvements of the Techniques� Tools and Models

The mathematical modelling involved in this thesis can be further developed�
In the two��uid model as well as in the drift �ux model should the turbulent
mixing of gas phase be considered� This would a�ect the distribution of bubbles
and thereby the buoyancy driven �ow� both in the macro�scale circulation in
the reactor and in the electrode channel� The lateral lift forces on the bubbles
should be accounted for and introduced additional to the drag term in the closure
laws of the two��uid model� Some sort of hindering velocity function could with
advantage also be added to the two��uid model�

A validation must be made for the detailed closure terms used in the drift �ux
model� This includes a careful investigation of the near wall region� Indeed� it is
of high importance to model the near�wall region correctly whereas the current
distribution along the electrode depends strongly on the mass transport in this
region�

An exiting continuation of paper � is to do a more complete implementation
of an electrochemical process� e�g� the chlorate process� This would imply a
simultaneous simulation of non�uniform gas evolution fully coupled to the trans�
port of ���� ionic species� This type of numerical tool would indeed be powerful
in the design process of electrodes and the adjacent geometry�

Figure ���� An optical �bre with a sharpened tip�

��



�� �� OUTLOOK

Regarding the performed experiments� several things can be mentioned�
The �bre optics velocimeter is a promising tool for measurements of bubble

velocity as well as bubble size� but the technique is still in need of improvements�
Apparently� the �bre is somewhat selective and discriminate smaller bubbles� A
possible way to avoid this unwanted behaviour could be to sharpen the tip of the
�bre� �gure ���� This should increase the relative size of the bubble and thereby
simplify for the bubble to come close to the core of the �bre� In complement to
this equipment improvement� the semi�analytical model� here based on a work
by Dagan� which is used in the matching procedure must be further developed�
A more realistic bubble dynamics has to be considered� by introducing notably
the added mass� Also the possibility to fully replace the semi�analytical model
with a data�base built from numerical transient simulations of bubble ' �bre�tip
interactions� can be investigated�

The bubble generating electrochemical device EBBA proves useful for the
production of tiny hydrogen bubbles� A few improvements are though necessary�
It is unclear why the measured gas production deviated roughly � ) from the
expected production rate� If the explanation is that the hydrogen gas is dissolved
into the electrolyte� the rate of this process must be investigated� If� on the other
hand� the hydrogen bubbles simply escape into the anode chamber� the opening
between the anode and the cathode chamber must be modi�ed�

The vertical pipe above EBBA can very well be replaced with a longer and
more narrow tube� This would reduce the inlet length for a fully developed �ow�
A higher liquid velocity would then be possible without transition to turbulent
�ow�

Further validations must be performed on the image analyse technique here
developed in order to compensate for the large scatter of light�

�� A New Generation of Electrochemical Reactors

The large majority of electrochemical reactors and processes of today are
designed with empirical techniques� Most often with consideration of only basic
hydrodynamical aspects� and with no optimisation of the �ow features� In some
more or less successful cases the outcome is a reactor which e�ectively take into
account the presence of gas� The bubbles are here transported away from the
electrodes and the main circulation of electrolyte in the reactor is induced by the
buoyancy e�ects� One example here is the gas�lift chlorate reactor discussed in
paper �� Still� minor modi�cations motivated by modern two�phase numerical
modelling� are often enough to considerably improve both the quantity and the
quality of the circulation�

In worst cases� no account at all are taken to the evolution of gas� Flat
horizontal electrodes found in chryolite baths with electrolysis of aluminium could
be an example� Instead of promoting an e�ective bene�cial transport process
away from the electrode surface� the evolved bubbles form a dense layer under the
electrode in top� A direct consequence is then a deteriorated mixture conductivity
and a reduced area of active electrode� The motions of a single bubble in this
bubbly �lm are unknown� but it might be assumed that the motions of the �lm
itself in the lack of dominating �ow directions are chaotic and sensitive for small
disturbances� Possibly might stagnant zones with a minimum of in�ow of fresh
electrolyte establish� To conclude� the external control of the �ow patterns are
often minimal� In some cases reactors based on �at horizontal electrodes could
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be improved by the superpose of an externally controlled main �ow� but in others
the bene�ts of a total re�design would be larger�

Improvements of existing reactors could for example involve the addition
of a chimney over an electrode package� or prolongation of an already present
chimney� The bottom of the reactor can be extended in order to promote a
more uniform velocity distribution in the electrode package� Stagnant zones in
the reactor can be discovered by numerical two�phase simulations of the internal
circulation� and then possibly be removed by the mounting of ba(es� In conclu�
sion� a numerical analyse of the internal two�phase �ow can most likely suggest
considerable performable improvements for existing reactors�

The design process for a new reactor is never straightforward� It is a complex
and iterative procedure where electro�� thermo� and hydrodynamical aspects must
be considered simultaneously� It is further necessary to optimise the energy
consumption against the production�rate� Last but not least� the reactor must
be possible to build at a reasonable price�

In conclusion� referring to the present thesis� especially paper � and �� it
is obvious that with the existing numerical two�phase �ows tools of today� a
consideration of the two�phase �ow stands as one of the central points in the
design process of the next generation of gas�evolving electrochemical reactors�
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